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“Excellence in DR was certainly a challenge,” 
commented CIO Jonathan Feldman. “Although we had 
a basic level of DR, we thought there must be a better 
way to protect more systems while still remaining 
fiscally responsible to City Council and taxpayers.”

All potential and implemented solutions required 
upfront capital investments in hardware, geographic 
compromises (DR site within two blocks of City Hall) 
and suffered from very limited automation. Under that 
scenario the city could afford protecting urgent 
systems; yet like other cities, important systems were 
not protected.

Cloud Appeal
“The concept of ‘pilot 
light’ DR intrigued 
us to say the least. 
If it worked it could 
allow us to: extend 
protection to otherwise unprotected systems; enhance 

1

agility; and give us the geographic diversity 
enabled by the AWS IaaS cloud.”

The City of Asheville team originally had an RTO of 
12 hours and a restoration point that was typical to 
the municipal government industry: a restoration 
of the last night’s backup. This meant an RPO of 
somewhere between 3-9 hours. With pilot light DR 
they would also have an opportunity to improve 
their overall disaster recovery process.  While 
they were familiar with AWS and other IaaS 
providers, they had held off due to the consider-
able up front cost and resource requirements of 
cloud deployment. Then they discovered 
CloudVelox’s One Hybrid Cloud™ platform and the 
promise of hybrid cloud automation.

“The CloudVelox platform was a game changer.  
Compared to any other option, we were able to deploy 
our important apps on AWS for DR with minimal 
budget impact and maximum compatibility.”

CloudVelox Delivered
CloudVelox’s software integrated Asheville’s multi-
tier systems with  AWS compute, storage, networking 

and security APIs, resulting in a very high level of 
automation when it came to secure, ongoing updates 
between the data center and the environment in AWS, 
and greatly simplified, automated deployment of key 
systems in the cloud.  

The results were substantial. The City was able to 
extend disaster recovery protection to important, yet 
previously unprotected systems within ongoing 
operating funds while improving its ability to conduct 
regular DR testing. Cloud DR also increased agility and 
allowed more regular testing of disaster recovery 
systems, which further encouraged operating efficiency. 
Last but not least, the city was able to achieve 
unprecedented geographic diversity by leveraging AWS 
IaaS in the west region, versus a dedicated facility two 
blocks away from the data center.

“CloudVelox and AWS allowed us to be better stewards 
of the Asheville’s important technology services as 
well as taxpayer resources,” commented CIO Jonathan 
Feldman. “What we accomplished together here in the 
mountains of North Carolina should serve as an 
example of the higher standards of service and system 
protection now possible in state and local governments 
trapped in the costs and complexities of traditional 
approaches to DR.”

CloudVelox Enables “Pilot Light” DR on AWS

Figure one: City of Asheville with CloudVelox AWS DR

The City of Asheville’s IT Services department, located in 
North Carolina’s picturesque mountains, serves a city 
with a daytime population of 120,000. The team manages 
the nerve center for critical city services for 43 square 
miles of facilities, four public safety telecommunications 
towers, and everything from water to sanitation and key 
facilities, including the 7500 seat US Cellular Center. CIO 
Jonathan Feldman has been at the helm for roughly ten 
years, overseeing several initiatives that have positioned 
Asheville as a leader in public service IT, especially for 
state and local governments.

Excellence in DR wasn’t Easy with Traditional IT
In recent years, the city was unable to prioritize disaster 
recovery support for two key apps, one for asset 
management and the other for arena point of sale 
transactions. While urgent systems like ERP were 
protected, important systems weren’t. Virtualization 
gave the team some flexibility, but there were still many 
complex manual processes that limited the team’s 
ability to conduct dry runs to test their DR readiness.  
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Figure two: DR Cost Savings Model with AWS
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